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ABSTRACT
The need to development lightweight miniature sensors for spectrometers for use
in hazardous environments such as war zones, industrial settings, and space exploration is
ever growing. This thesis will present studies aimed at improving Raman instruments for
such applications by reducing the size, weight, and power consumption of the instrument.
The two methods described here include the utilization of a light emitting diode (LED)
source for Raman spectroscopy and a new type of Raman gas sensor.
Chapter one describes a new Raman spectrometer that utilizes an LED for Raman
excitation coupled to the SHRS. LEDs are highly divergent broadband , extended light
sources that are not typically suitable for Raman measurements. In this work a
broadband LED is optically filtered and the light is focused onto various solid and liquid
samples where the large field of view of the SHRS is fully utilized to collect a large
fraction of the Raman scattered light. The coupling of the SHRS with LED excitation
shows great promise for the full utilization of LED excitation and provides great potential
for spectrometer miniaturization and reduction of instrument size, weight, and power
consumption.
Chapter two describes two new Raman gas cells. The first method couples a
multi-pass capillary cell (MCC) to the newly developed spatial heterodyne Raman
spectrometer (SHRS). The SHRS’s large field of view allows for directly coupling the
MCC to the spectrometer without a fiber optic while maintaining a signal to noise ratio
v

equivalent to the results recorded using fiber optically coupled MCC devices. The
second method involves new hollow waveguide (HWG) designs, and a new gas chamber
coupled to a dispersive Raman spectrometer with a new type of fiber optic Raman probe.
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CHAPTER 1

Spatial Heterodyne Raman Spectrometer with a Light
Emitting Diode Excitation Source
1.1

Abstract
The use of LED light sources offers the potential to decrease the size, weight, and

power consumption of Raman instruments. These considerations are particularly
important for instruments that may be used in planetary exploration. For many Raman
applications the output power of LED sources is sufficiently high, but the emission
bandwidth is much broader than most Raman bands. Optical bandpass filters can be used
to decrease the line width of the LED source, but at the expense of transmitted power.
Dispersing the LED emission using a diffraction grating has also been demonstrated, by
focusing the dispersed light onto the sample, so that the excitation wavelength changes
across it, and using an imaging detector to collect the Raman scattered light and
reconstruct the Raman spectrum. A difficulty with this approach is low light throughput.
The optical extent (i.e. etendue) of high power LED sources is much larger than
traditional spectrometers, making it difficult to efficiently collect Raman scattered light
from an illuminated sample region with a dispersive spectrometer. The spatial heterodyne
Raman spectrometer (SHRS) has a wide acceptance angle and no slit (i.e., large etendue),
allowing much more efficient collection of Raman scattered light using LED excitation.
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This paper demonstrates the use of a red wavelength LED as a Raman excitation source
with the SHRS.

1.2

Introduction
A few attempts at using light-emitting diodes (LEDs) as Raman excitation sources

have been made with various degrees of effectiveness. These studies tend to focus on a
proof of concept approach measuring only broad Raman bands that are well separated far
from other bands or using the LEDs for shifted-excitation Raman difference spectroscopy
(SERDS) to eliminate sample flourescence.1-5 LEDs are inexpensive, small, robust, have
long lifetimes, and low power consumption thus making them ideal for low-cost,
lightweight, and efficient spectroscopic instruments. However LEDs come with some
disadvantages. LEDs are broadband light sources, which limits the potential resolution of
the Raman spectra and limits how well the LED can be focused. There are various
established methods for limiting the bandpass of the LED but all suffer from low light
throughput.
The spatial heterodyne Raman spectrometer (SHRS) is a compact, high resolution
interferometer with a wide acceptance and a large etendue allowing efficient collection of
Raman scattered light. The SHRS is based on a stationary diffraction grating, heterodyne
interferometer first introduced by Harlander and later modified by Gomer et al for visible
Raman measurements.6-8 There is no entrance slit to limit light entering the spectrometer
and the resolution is not strongly tied to aperture size. Heterodyning in the interferometer
allows for high spectral resolution to be achieved with a relatively small number of
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samples, fixed by the number of horizontal pixels on the imaging detector. The large
entrance aperture and wide accepting angle provides high light throughput and allows
large spots sizes to be used on the sample without light loss or the loss of spectral
resolution. This is key feature that the SHRS will allow for the collection of the entire
LED spot size on the sample without a complex optical arrangement or light loss.

1.3

Experimental
The experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 1.1 a red LED (Thor Labs

M625L3) with a peak wavelength ~630 nm and 15 nm FWHM is used. A 25 mm
aspheric condenser lens with a 20 mm focal length is used to collimate the LED. The
collimated beam transmits through two 1 nm bandpass laser line filters (Thor Labs,
FL632.8-1) centered at 632.8 nm. The filtered light is then focused to a ~4 mm spot with
~4 mW of power on the sample in a quartz cuvette with an f/1 lens. The Raman scattered
light is collected at 45 ° using an f/4 collection lens to collimate the scattered light. The
collimated light passes through a 632.8 nm notch filter (Edmund optics, 67-111) and a
650 longpass filter (Thor Labs, FEL0650) into the entrance aperture of the SHRS.
The collimated beam is separated in the arms of the SHRS by a 25 mm
beamsplitter (Thor Labs, CM1-BS013) onto a 25 mm, 150 grooves/mm grating. The
gratings are imaged with a magnification of ~1 onto a liquid nitrogen cooled chargecoupled detector (CCD) with 1024x256 pixel (Princeton Instrument, Model LN/CCD1024EUV), using a 86 mm focal length camera lens (Nikon AF Nikkor). CCD fringe
images were recorded using Winspec software provided with the detector. Apart from
the fringe image, three additional images were acquired for each spectrum. These
3

additional images were sometimes used for background correction of the fringe images.
Fourier transforms of the fringe images were performed using the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) function in Matlab. Each spectrum was apodized using a Hamming function to
reduce ringing effects in the spectral baseline. The Raman spectra were calibrated by
locating the position of known Raman bands and using a polynomial fit. No flat field or
instrument efficiency corrections, phase correction, smoothing, sharpening, or any other
post-processing such as zero filling was used for any of the data presented in this paper.

1.4

Results and Discussion

1.4.1 Working principal of the SHRS
The operation of the SHRS has been previously described and is only briefly
presented here.8-10 During SHRS measurements, the scattered Raman light is collected,
collimated and passed through the interferometer entrance aperture and divided into two
coherent beams by the 50/50 fused silica cube beamsplitter, as shown in Fig. 1 The two
beams are then diffracted by the diffraction gratings at an angle that depends on the
wavelength as:
𝑛 𝜆 = 𝑑(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽)

(1)

Where n is diffraction order, λ is the wavelength of interest, d is diffraction grating
groove density, and α and β are the angles of incidence and diffraction. Heterodyning in
the interferometer is achieved by setting the grating angles in such a way that the light at
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wavelength (λL) or wavenumber (σL) is exactly retroreflected back along the same beam
path. For 1st order diffraction,
Ɵ𝐿 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 (𝜆⁄2𝑑 )

(2)

where ƟL is the Littrow wavelength (or wavenumber, σL) where light is exactly
retroreflected from the gratings. For any wavenumber other than Littrow, the diffracted
beams leave the gratings at an angle, resulting in crossed wavefronts, generating an
interference pattern, which produces a series of wavelength dependent fringes on the
detector. The number of fringes produced on the detector is given by Eqn. 3, where f is in
fringes/cm.7,11,12 The intensity of fringes obtained as a function of detector position, x, is
given by Eqn. 4, 7,11,12 where B(σ) is the input spectral intensity at wave number σ. The
Fourier transform of I(x) yields the Raman spectrum:
𝑓 = 4 (σ − σL ) tanθL

(3)

∞

𝐼(𝑥) = ∫ 𝐵(σ)[1 + cos{8π(σ − σL ) 𝑥 tan θL }] 𝑑σ

(4)

0

1.4.2 LED spot size and SHRS area viewed
As seen in Fig. 1.2A the LED spot size on the sample is accurately measured by
focusing the LED onto a power meter. A razor edge is attached to a translational stage so
as to be moved in consistent 0.25 mm increments blocking the power meter. By
recording the LED power in consistent increments as the razor edge is moved across the
power meter a curve can be generated that gives an accurate measure of the LED spot
size. The use of an f/1 lens to focus the LED produces a spot size of ~4 mm. In this case
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the spot size on the sample is approximately the same size as the LED element itself.
Figure 1.2B shows how much of the spot focused on the sample is collected by the
SHRS. With the f/4 collection lens in this setup an area viewed of ~3.5 mm is calculated.
In order to check this calculation a razor edge is used to block the excitation spot on a
sulfur sample and the Raman peak intensity is measured as the razor edge is moved
across the sample in 0.5 mm increments. This generates a curve which can be used to
determine the actual area viewed by the SHRS. A collected spot size of ~3-4 mm is
measured which agrees well with the calculated size. The large acceptance angle and
area viewed by the SHRS is used to the fullest extent when measuring Raman spectra
with an excitation source like an LED. A dispersive system with a small entrance slit,
would have a small field of view and would not be suitable to use with a large LED.

1.4.3 Raman measurement with LED excitation
Figure 1.3 displays results comparing LED excitation with laser excitation. The
LED data was collected with ~4 mW at 60 s acquisition while the laser data was collected
with ~1 W at 10 s acquisition.12 Fig. 1.3A shows the 600 cm-1 to 1700 cm-1 region of the
Raman spectra of NH4NO3. In order to plot the LED and laser data, collected with
different instruments, on the same scale the LED intensities are multiplied by 600. It is
clear that both the LED and laser show the prominent Raman band at 1043 cm-1 due to
the NO3- symmetric stretching mode. The LED excited Raman full width half max
(FWHM) is approximately 27 cm-1 which is limited due to the 26 cm-1 wide bandpass
filter used to limit the LED excitation wavelength. Fig. 1.3B shows the 400 cm-1 to 1400
cm-1 region of the Raman spectra of KClO4. In order to plot the LED and laser data on
the same scale the LED intensities are multiplied by 1100. The prominent Raman band at
6

942 cm-1 due to the ClO4- vibrational mode is clearly distinguished with both LED and
laser excitation. The resolution of the LED data is again limited by the bandpass filters
FWHM. With the LED excitation of KClO4 the relative intensities of the peaks do not
agree with the laser excited data or what is reported.9,10,12 The low LED excitation power
in combination with the dampening of the Raman signal for bands further away from the
Littrow positon contribute to the difference show in the relative intensities. This is the
first direct comparison of LED and laser Raman excitation of solid samples. All current
literature focuses on looking at broad band Raman lines, specifically the O-H stretching
lines of methanol, water, and ethanol1-5. The use of important solid samples, specifically
solid samples with Raman features close together and close to the excitation wavelength,
show the true potential to use LED sources for small Raman instruments.
Figure 1.4 shows LED spectra of some common solid samples chosen to
showcase LED excitation. All samples were collected with the Littrow set at ~585 cm-1
and with ~4 mW of LED power at 60 s acquisition time. The samples are offset for
clarity. The prominent Raman bands of Na2CO3 at 1087 cm-1 (CO3- vibrational mode),
(NH4)2SO4 at 970 cm-1 (S-O symmetric stretching), and urea at 1013 cm-1 (C-N
vibrational mode) are clearly observed. The urea sample gives a unique opportunity with
a solid sample to showcase a peak that falls below the Littrow wavelength. The peak
labeled A is the 550 cm-1 band showing up in the spectra even though it falls below the
Littrow wavelength. The solid samples shown in Fig. 1.3 And Fig.1.4 were chosen in
order to showcase that LED excitation can be used for more than wideband, highly
scattering liquid samples.1-5 LED excitation coupled with a SHRS can be a powerful tool
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for measuring very important industrial and geological solid samples with a potentially
very small Raman instrument.
Figure 1.5 shows LED spectra of two common liquid samples chosen to showcase
LED excitation narrow bands relatively close together. All samples were collected with
the Littrow set at ~585 cm-1 and with ~4 mW of LED power at 300 s acquisition. The
samples are offset for clarity. The cyclohexane bands at 803 cm-1 and 1029 cm-1 are
clearly distinguished and the relative intensities agree with the literature. The toluene
bands at 787 cm-1 and 1005 cm-1 are clearly distinguished but much like KClO4 shown
previously the relative intensities do not match with reported spectra.9,10,12 Once again
this is most likely due to the low Raman signal and its distance from the Littrow
wavelength. Toluene much like urea gives a unique opportunity to showcase a peak that
falls below the Littrow wavelength. The peak labeled A is the 522 cm-1 band showing up
in the spectra even though it falls before the Littrow position. These samples were
chosen in order to showcase some liquid samples that have not previously been measured
by LED excitation and much like the solid samples to showcase that LED excitation can
be useful when bands are relatively narrow, close to each other, and close to the
excitation wavelength.1-5
Figure 1.6 shows Raman spectra of DMSO collected at two different Littrow
positions in order to showcase the high resolution of the SHRS with LED excitation and
how a full spectrum of a solution can be collected by moving the Littrow position. The
strong Raman bands at 670 cm-1 and 700 cm-1 are not fully separated, with the 700 cm-1
band showing as a shoulder on the 670 cm-1 band, but this is to be expected when the
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LED itself is limited by ~26 cm-1 wide bandpass filter. The key feature here is that the
2913 cm-1 and 2997 cm-1 bands are fully resolved which is not shown in the current
literature.1-5

1.5

Conclusions
For the first time a SHRS is coupled with LED excitation to measure Raman

spectra of solid and liquid samples. The SHRS proves to the well suited for LED excited
Raman measurements. The large field of view of the SHRS matches well with the large
spot size produced by an LED excitation source. However the current work is limited by
low LED power, resulting from poor filter transmittance of the broad bandwidth LED
source. Future work will focus on using a second SHS to modulate the LED source,
which would increase the LED power on the sample, without loss of spectral resolution.
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Figure 1.1. Detailed schematic of the spatial heterodyne Raman spectrometer layout for
LED excitation. The sample is illuminated with the LED filtered through a 632.8 nm
bandpass filter at approximately 45° with respect to the optical axis.
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Figure 1.2.. Detailed schematic of experimental setup and results for determination of (A)
LED spot size on sample and (B) area of LED spot viewed by SHRS.
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Figure 1.3. A comparison of LED and laser excitation. The laser spectra where collected
with ~1 W of a 532 nm laser and a 10 s acquisition.12 The LED spectra where collected
with ~4 mW of a 632.8 nm LED and a 60 s acquisition time. The LED data intensities
are multiplied in order to plot on the same graph using the same y-axis.
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Figure 1.4. LED excited Raman spectra of some common solid samples. All spectra
where collected with ~4 mW of 632.8 nm LED light at 60 s integration time with Littrow
set to ~590 cm-1. The peak labeled A is the 550 cm-1 line below the Littrow wavelength.
Spectra are offset vertically for clarity.
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Figure 1.5. LED excited Raman spectra of some common liquid samples. All spectra
where collected with ~4 mW of 632.8 nm LED light at 300 s integration time with
Littrow set to ~590 cm-1. The peak labeled A is the 522 cm-1 line from below the Littrow
wavelength. Spectra are offset vertically for clarity
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Figure 1.6. LED excited Raman Spectra of DMSO at two different Littrow positions.
Both spectra where collected with ~4 mW of 632.8 nm LED light at 120 s integration
time.
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CHAPTER 2

Enhancement of Raman Signal for Gases Using Novel Optical
Cells
2.1

Abstract
The analysis of gases using Raman spectroscopy is difficult due to the low

molecular density. In previous work we demonstrated 10-20 fold enhanced Raman
signals for gas measurements using a special type of hollow wave guide (HWG)
developed by coating the inside of a hollow capillary cell with silver. The multipass
capillary cell (MCC) provides enhanced Raman signals by increasing the interaction
volume between the laser and the gas inside the cell1-2. The advantages of the MCC are
easy alignment and simple construction. However the MCC has a relatively large
diameter (3-5 mm) making it difficult to efficiently collect the light propagated in the
MCC through the slit of a monochromator. Current work will show two separate projects
that hope to further the effectiveness of MCCs. The first is exploring the use of a spatial
heterodyne Raman spectrometer (SHRS) for use with large diameter MCCs. The SHRS’s
large acceptance angle, wide field of view, and the absence of a narrow slit is well suited
to measuring large MCCs that would provide more signal enhancement due to a larger
internal volume. The first part of this study will show preliminary data using a SHRS to
measure gases in 3 and 5 mm diameter MCCs. Although in these early measurements the
signal to noise ratio is still slightly lower than using a dispersive Raman spectrometer,
18

because of high background signals in the MCC devices used and imperfect
filtering in the MCC, improvements are expected by the use of better background
filtering in the SHRS. The second part of this study focuses on substrate-integrated
hollow waveguides (iHWG) developed by Dr. Chance Carter’s group at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory.3-4

2.2

Introduction
Homonuclear gases like hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen are important industrial

and environmental samples that cannot be measured with infrared spectroscopy. Many
applictions like remote atmospheric measurements, and combustion analysis, are under
conditions where sampling and physical contact is not possible.5. Raman is well
established for measuring these types of samples and is a technique that requires no
sample preperation and is well suited for in-situ analyses. The low molecular density of
gases however leads to low Raman signals. Enhanced Raman cells have been
demonstrated and include multipass optical cell that reflect and refocus the Raman
excitation many times throughout the samples and liquid core waveguides that use an
index of refraction difference to meet the condition of total internal reflection to guide the
Raman excitation source through a large volume of sample, increasing the Raman
signal.6-12 The multipass cells tend to be bulky and easily misaligned limiting their
effectiveness, while the liquid core waveguides will not work with gas samples because
the index of refraction of gases is much too low to allow for total internal reflection.
A simple multipass capillary cell (MCC) design has been shown by Pearman et.
al. that behaves like a combination of a mulitpass cell and a liquid core waveguide1-2.
The laser light is reflected throughout the gas many times providing a signal
19

enhancement from the increased volume of sample excited. Unlike a traditional
multipass cell the alignment is easy and stable. The MCC has shown to provide up to 15
fold enhancements but is limited due to Raman scattered light exiting the MCC with a
very large numerical aperture. While a fiber optic is typically used to collect the light it
comes with its own problems with light loss because of numerical aperture matching
issues with the MCC. A better approach may be to directly couple the MCC to a newly
developed Raman spectrometer known as the spatial heterodyne Raman spectrometer
which has a very large field of view.
The SHRS is based on a stationary diffraction grating, heterodyne interferometer
first introduced by Harlander and later modified by Gomer et al. for visible Raman
measurements.13-15 There is no entrance slit to limit light entering the spectrometer and
the resolution is not strongly tied to aperture size. Heterodyning in the interferometer
allows for high spectral resolution to be achieved with a relatively small number of
samples, fixed by the number of horizontal pixels on the imaging detector. The large
entrance aperture and wide acceptance angle provides high light throughput and allows
large spots sizes to be used on the sample without light loss or the loss of spectral
resolution. This is a key feature that will allow for the MCCs to be coupled to the
spectrometer with large diameter optical fibers, or large bundles of fibers.
A newly designed substrate-integrated hollow waveguide (iHWG) will be used in
this study. With the iHWG a channel is machined into a substrate, in our case Al, which
will be used to propagate the excitation laser or sample signal through an increased
volume of sample while maintaining a relatively small footprint. The channel in our case
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is straight in order to capitalize on the laser reflection in a manner identical to the MCC,
but more exotic shapes have been developed for use with mid-Infrared gas sensing.3-4
.

2.3

Experimental
Figure 2.1 is a detailed schematic for the gas Raman setup. A 532 nm (OEM

MLLH) diode pumped laser set at ~200 mW power is reflected by a silvered mirror into
the custom made MCC. The MCCs are hollow capillary tubes coated with a commercial
silver coating solution purchased from Angel Gilding, Inc. The light is collected with a
25 mm diameter f/6 lens and collimated. The collimated beam passes through a 600 band
pass filter ( Andover 600FS40-25 ) and enters the SHRS where it is separated into the
arms of the SHRS by a 25 mm beamsplitter ( Thor Labs, CM1-BS013) onto a 25 mm,
150 grooves/mm grating. The gratings are imaged with a magnification of ~1 onto a
liquid nitrogen cooled charge-coupled detector (CCD) with 1024x256 pixel ( Princeton
Instrument, Model LN/CCD-1024EUV), using a 86 mm focal length camera lens (Nikon
AF Nikkor). CCD fringe images were recorded using Winspec software provided with
the detector. Apart from the fringe image, three additional images were acquired for each
spectrum. These additional images were sometimes used for background correction of
the fringe images. Fourier transforms of the fringe images were performed using the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) function in Matlab. Each spectrum was apodized using a
Hamming function to reduce ringing effects in the spectral baseline. The Raman spectra
were calibrated by locating the position of known Raman bands and using a polynomial
fit. No flat field or instrument efficiency corrections, phase correction, smoothing,
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sharpening, or any other post-processing such as zero filling was used for any of the data
presented in this paper.
Figure 2.2 depicts the custom gas cell experimental setup used. A 532 nm laser
(Spectra Physics Millenia) is focused into a fiber optic Raman probe. The fiber optic
Raman probe is a 20 @ 1 setup with 20 collection fibers around a single laser guidance
fiber. The 18 collection fibers are arranged linearly and coupled to a Kaiser Holospec
f/1.8i spectrometer with a 25-micron slit and a charged coupled device (Princeton
Instruments Pixis 400B). The spectra were taken using WinSpec/32 software. The probe
end of the fiber optic Raman probe is coupled to a custom plate designed to interface with
the new gas chamber. The Raman probe is then connected to a newly developed iHWG
that rests on a platform. In this study multiple iHWGs were used.
Figure 2.3 is a detailed look at the multiple iHWGs used in this study. Fig. 2.3A
is an iHWG with a protective Al coating applied to the channel in order to improve the
percentage of reflected light thereby increasing the signal enhancement. There are no
diffusion holes to expedited gas flow into the channel. Fig. 2.3B is an iHWG with an
uncoated channel but has 5 diffusion holes to improve gas flow into the iHWG. The idea
is to improve gas flow and potentially improve the system response time when a change
in atmosphere occurs. Fig. 2.3C is an iHWG with an uncoated channel nearly double the
length of the previous iHWGs and has no diffusion holes. These three iHWGs will be
used under the same conditions to determine the enhancement factor each provides.
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2.4

Results and Discussion

2.4.1

Gas Raman Measurements using the SHRS

Figure 2.4 shows the comparison of ambient N2 gas collected using the
experimental setup shown in Fig. 2.1 and the Fig. 2.2 with the gas chamber replaced with
the MCCs. The Kaiser data is collected with 125 mw of 532 nm excitation with 20
accumulations with 3 s acquisition. The SHRS data uses 200 mw of 532 nm excitation
with a 60 s acquisition. Fig. 2.4A shows the results collected using a 3 mm inner
diameter MCC. The SHRS signal intensity is multiplied by a factor of 30 so both spectra
can be plotted together. In this case the SHRS results are very similar with the Kaiser
results but the SHRS results have a lower signal to noise ratio. The results shown with
the 3 mm inner diameter MCC are on par with published results using the MCC. As the
MCC inner diameter is increased however the SHRS is expected to outperform the Kaiser
because of the much larger angle viewed by the SHRS. Fig. 2.4B shows the results using
a 5 mm inner diameter MCC. The SHRS intensity data is multiplied by a factor of 10 in
order to plot both on the same graph. When comparing the data the signal strength and
noise of the SHRS is much higher while the signal to noise is lower. The noise levels in
the data collected with the SHRS is quite high, likely due to the alignment of the
collection lens and the MCC with the SHRS as well as the SHRS collecting excess light
caused by the uncoated portion of the MCC. Improvement in the coating technique and
improved alignment and baffling should provide better results.
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2.4.2 Comparing the new iHWGs

Figure 2.5 shows the comparison of the response of the 3 new iHWG. The three
iHWGs were used under similar conditions measuring ambient N2. The N2 peak intensity
is calculated with each of the iHWGs and then ratioed with the signal peak intensity of
ambient N2 taken with no iHWG in place. The ratio gives a value known as the
enhancement that is used to determine how well the iHWG performs. iHWG A has a
signal enhancement of 40 which is much larger than achieved in the previous MCC
studies.1-2 iHWG B has a signal enhancement of around 13 which is lower than
anticipated especially when it is the same size as iHWG A. iHWG B most likely
performs so poorly because the channel is uncoated thereby limiting how well the walls
propagate the signal, and the diffusion holes may be contributing negatively to
propagation of signal down the channel. iHWG C has an enhancement of around 18.
This value is in line with what is expected after measuring the enhancement of the
uncoated iHWG B. The increased length is expected to cause an increase in the
enhancement due to an increased volume of sample. The study shows that a coating of
protected Al on the channel of the waveguide provides a drastic increase in the
enhancement factor and this is an aspect of the iHWG design that future iterations should
incorporate.

2.5

Conclusions
The Multipass Capillary Cell (MCC) provides enhanced Raman signals of gases

up to 15-fold.1-2 The large field of view and large acceptance angle of the SHRS allows
the use of large MCCs, up to ~5 mm, which help to limit coupling losses while large
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coupling losses are unavoidable using a dispersive spectrometer because of the small size
of the spectrometer slit. The MCCs currently show relatively large background and this
limits the sensitivity of the SHRS MCC measurement. Future work will focus on
reducing background signals in the SHRS and the use of fiber optic coupling with the
MCC. The new iHWGs return results that are on par or better than what has been
achieved with the current use of the MCCs. The protected Al coating improved the
iHWG response drastically when compared to uncoated iHWGs. The study gives a sense
of the direction for further development of the iHWGs.
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Figure 2.1. Detailed schematic of the gas Raman SHRS instrument setup. grating (G);
beamsplitter (BS); imaging lens (IL); charge-coupled device (CCD). A 532 nm laser is
used at ~10° from the optical axis to illuminate the interior of the multipass capillary cell.
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Figure 2.2. A detailed schematic of the custom gas cell N2 Raman setup used. The laser
and Kaiser spectrometer are coupled to a fiber optic Raman probe that connects though
the wall of a newly designed gas chamber to a iHWG. The gas cell is enlarged to show
details.
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Figure 2.3. The 3 newly designed iHWGs are precision machined from Aluminum.
iHWG A has a protected Al coated channel 58 mm long with no diffusion holes, iHWG
B has an uncoated channel 58 mm long with 5 diffusion holes, iHWG C has an uncoated
channel 100 mm long with no diffusion holes.
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Figure 2.4. A comparison of ambient N2 Raman spectra collected with the SHRS versus
the Kaiser holospec at different capillary sizes. A) is the spectra collected using a 3 mm
inner diameter MCC while, B) is the spectra collected using a 5 mm inner diameter
MCC. SHRS data is offset and intensity multiplied for clarity.
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Figure 2.5. A comparison of the 3 new iHWGs. All spectra are of ambient N2 collected
using a 532 nm laser at various power levels with a 60 s acquisition time. iHWG A uses
121 mW, iHWG B uses 121 mW, and iHWG C uses 114 mW of Laser power. iHWG B
and iHWG C are offset for clarity.
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